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INTRODUCTION 

 

 
With the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Congress created the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to assure safe and healthful working conditions for 
working men and women by setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, 
outreach, education and assistance. 
 
OSHA standards cover a wide range of hazards, requiring CVI to, among other things: 
 
• Provide fall protection, 
• Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain 

this equipment, 
• Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees 

follow safety and health requirements, 
• Prevent exposure to some infectious diseases, 
• Ensure the safety of workers who enter confined spaces, 
• Prevent exposure to harmful substances such as asbestos and lead, 
• Put guards on machines, 
• Train forklift operators, 
• Provide safety glasses or other safety equipment, and 
• Provide training for certain dangerous jobs. 

 
CVI must also comply with the General Duty Clause of the OSH Act (Section 5(a)(1)). This 
clause requires employers to keep their shops free of serious, recognized hazards and is 
generally cited when no specific OSHA standard applies to the hazard, e.g., ergonomics, heat 
stress, combustible dust, and shop violence.  
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1. GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

Central to the success of CVI’s safety program are the goals and objectives. These 
goals establish the initial direction for the program and state what we want to achieve 
through the program. The objectives are the specific actions that we will take to attempt 
to achieve the goals.  

 

1. Goal: We will establish a Safety Council that consists of ownership and supervisors. 
This Council will meet quarterly, unless a need for more frequent meetings arises.  

a) Objectives: 

i. We will identify key personnel to participate on Safety Council. 
ii. We will identify time and place for each meeting for the upcoming year. 

iii. We will review all accidents, incidents, and near-misses since the 
previous meeting. 

iv. We will review the corrective actions implemented to verify 
completeness and long-term viability. 

v. We will determine if existing safety policies and procedures are 
adequate to maintain safe operations in all aspects of operations.  

 

2. Goal: We will establish a Safety Committee that will consist of front-line supervisors 
and employees from each terminal. 

b) Objectives: 

vi. We will identify personnel to participate on the Safety Committee. 
vii. We will meet monthly, over conference call, to discuss safety issues 

that have arisen since the last meeting. 
viii. We will perform monthly safety inspections. 

ix. We will forward all ideas to the Safety Council for consideration. 

 

3. Goal: We will reduce our accident and injury rate by 15 percent by 2025, using 2019 
as the baseline. 
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c) Objectives: 

x. We will address all employee safety concerns in a timely manner. 
Hazards that potentially pose an imminent danger of death or serious 
physical injury will be initially addressed within one shift and all other 
hazards will be initially addressed within one week. 

xi. We will perform a monthly safety inspection of all shops and take 
corrective action or investigate long-term solutions for all hazards 
identified during the inspection within one week. 

xii. We will investigate all accidents and near-miss events and take 
corrective action within 24 hours to prevent a recurrence. 

 

4. Goal: We will establish and maintain a company culture that is committed to shop 
safety and health. 

d) Objectives: 

xiii. We will conduct weekly safety meetings to inform employees about 
specific shop safety and health issues, and to build an overall 
awareness of employee safety and health. 

xiv. We will actively enforce all safety rules throughout the company. 

 

5. Goal: We will reduce fleet accident rates by establishing and enforcing a company 
standard for safe driving 

e) Objectives: 

xv. We will establish a standard to evaluate individual drivers. 
xvi. We will establish a means to identify driver’s deficiencies in skills and 

knowledge and establish a procedure for remedial training. 
xvii. We will establish a procedure for terminating unqualified drivers that fail 

to reach our standards for drivers. 
xviii. We will establish objectives for accident investigations and evaluations. 
xix. We will establish a safe driver recognition program. 
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2. ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES  

Every member within CVI has a responsibility for safe operations. Training and audits will help 
detect unsafe operations or conditions that need to be addressed by the Safety Council. 

 

For everyone in the organization: 

 

 All employees, including Terminal Managers and owners, must always follow all safety rules, 
all the time. 

 

For Employees: 

 

1. Employees must promptly report any safety and health hazards they observe to their 
supervisor or safety committee representative. 

2. An employee’s priority is to perform each job task safely. If an employee is unsure how to 
perform the task safely, he or she must consult with their supervisor. 

3. Employees must wear personal protective equipment as required for their protection and 
maintain the equipment in a sanitary manner. 

4. Employees must report all accidents, including near misses, to their supervisor 
immediately upon occurrence. 

 

For Supervisors: 

 

1. Terminal Managers and Shop Supervisors must discuss any current safety issues with 
their employees at the beginning of all regularly scheduled staff meetings. 

2. Supervisors should address all safety concerns raised by staff members by initially 
investigating the issue, determining if the concern is valid and taking appropriate 
corrective action whenever necessary. Corrective action can include ordering new 
equipment, issuing maintenance work orders or consulting with the safety director, the 
safety committee or upper management. 
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3. Immediately upon learning of an accident or near miss, the supervisor must initiate an 
investigation and submit the completed accident investigation report to the safety director. 

4. Supervisors will actively and positively participate in all safety committee inspections of 
their assigned areas. 

 

For the Safety Director: 

 

1. The safety director will serve as the lead person in the organization for safety and health 
issues and will also serve as chairperson of the safety committee. 

2. The safety director must review all accident investigation reports with the safety committee 
and take appropriate action to prevent recurrence. 

3. The safety director will conduct, in cooperation with first-line supervision, all safety training 
required by regulation or identified by management, supervision or the safety committee 
as a need to assure a safe shop. 

4. The safety director will recommend improvements in physical plant, machinery, 
equipment, raw materials and personal protective equipment to management, supervision 
and the safety committee. 

 

For the Safety Committee: 

 

1. Each member of the safety committee will conduct monthly area inspections to monitor 
progress and compliance. Each inspection needs to be done utilizing the Monthly Shop 
Safety Audit dated January 2020.    

2. Each member of the safety committee will participate in a monthly meeting to review 
accident reports, identify hazards and address any and all safety concerns raised by 
employees, Supervisors, or the Safety Director. 

3. The safety committee will review the WAIR program at least annually and make 
recommendations concerning updates and revisions to the Safety Council. 

4. Safety committee members each represent their particular shop area and, therefore, 
should address all safety concerns brought to them by their coworkers. These concerns 
should be handled by initially investigating the issue with a Supervisor to determine if the 
concern is valid and then, as necessary and appropriate, bring the issue to the safety 
director or the full safety committee. 
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5. The safety committee will also develop a plan that addresses the identification of hazards 
and an action plan that will address these hazards. Once completed, the safety council will 
review and adopt the plan. 

 

For the Safety Council: 

 

1. The safety council will communicate to all employees and supervisors the importance of 
workers safety and health throughout the organization. 

2. The safety council shall review all safety concerns brought forward by the safety director, 
the safety committee or supervisors and take appropriate action. 

3. The safety council shall review the WAIR program and any recommended revisions from 
the safety committee at least annually, make the appropriate revisions and work with the 
safety director, the safety committee and supervision to communicate the revisions 
throughout the organization. 

 

 Management participation and commitment is crucial to the success of the WAIR program. 
Management must not only establish the program and communicate it to everyone in the 
organization, but also provide the resources to improve safety and health throughout the entire 
organization. This includes providing employees and supervisors with the authority to identify 
and correct hazards, the budget to purchase new equipment or make repairs, the training 
necessary to work safely and to recognize hazards, and the systems to get repairs made, 
materials ordered, and other improvements accomplished. Management also establishes the 
importance of the WAIR program, both by the priority they give shop safety and health issues 
and by the example they set by: 

 

• initiating safety and health improvements; 

• correcting hazards; 

• enforcing safety rules; 

• rewarding excellent performance in safety and health; and 

• following all safety rules. 
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3. HAZARD ID, ANALYSIS & CONTROL 

Another required facet of the WAIR program is a plan to use to identify, analyze and control 
shop hazards. This includes both hazards that currently exist in the shop and those that may 
occur due to future changes, such as the introduction of new equipment, processes or 
materials, or the revision of existing procedures. 

The safety committee will develop the initial plan with the guidance of the safety director. Once 
a plan has been presented to the safety council, it will be reviewed, with any comments and/or 
concerns to be sent back to the safety committee for review. 

Once all concerns have been addressed and an initial plan has been developed, the safety 
council will adopt the plan and communicate it out to the company as a whole. 

This plan should be a live document that can be changed once the safety council has an 
opportunity to review and respond to the suggested alterations. 
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4. COMMUNICATION 

CVI will use Infinit-I, printed materials, and staff meetings to inform and train our employees on 
new and existing policies, practices, and procedures. Employees cannot follow safety rules, 
identify hazards, use correct work procedures or protective equipment, or work to achieve 
goals if they do not have the necessary knowledge to do so. Furthermore, if employees are 
afraid to discuss safety and health concerns with management or have no clear method of 
reporting their concerns to management, safety and health hazards can go undetected. 
Uncorrected hazards can adversely affect employee morale and productivity, even if an 
accident, injury or illness does not occur as a result. 

Clearly stated goals and objectives will be the first step of designing a training segment.  The 
goals and objectives should reflect the knowledge and skills employees need to do their jobs 
safely and be as specific as possible. Training content will be directly applicable to the 
hazards, procedures and equipment the employees encounter on the job. Employees are more 
receptive to training if they see how they can apply the training to their work. Training content 
must cover emergency procedures as well as normal day-to-day activities. 

Supervisors will not only be required to attend training, they must also reinforce the training in 
the workplace. Supervisors can observe and coach their employees by correcting unsafe work 
practices as they occur and positively reinforcing the use of safe work practices. Employees 
can be encouraged to work with each other to reinforce workplace safety. This is especially 
important when more experienced employees are working with new ones. 

Senior employees should teach newer employees safe work practices rather than risky short 
cuts. 

One of the strongest methods of communication is by example. Supervisors must model their 
behavior for employees by working safely and following all safety and health rules. 

Effective communication flows in two directions. Employees must feel free to discuss their 
safety concerns with their supervisors without fear of retaliation. They should know the proper 
procedures for reporting safety and health hazards in the workplace to get the hazards 
corrected or to get their questions answered. Supervisors should know who to contact for 
assistance in addressing safety issues and have the authority to take appropriate corrective 
action. Top management should work to make sure communication is occurring on all levels of 
the organization. 
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5. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

Accident investigation is a key component of a safety and health program. The 
goal of an accident investigation should be hazard identification and prevention. It 
should not be to affix blame. 

All events that cause injuries or property damage will be examined. All near-misses 
will also be investigated. The incident investigation should be started as soon as 
possible. Precautions should be taken to control any remaining hazards in the area 
before the investigation begins. 

Federal OSHA describes three cause levels for accidents: direct, indirect and basic. 
The first, direct causes, are the immediate causes of the injury, illness or damage. 
Direct causes are the hazardous material(s) or energy (such as electrical energy, 
potential energy or heat) that caused the injury or damage. Indirect causes are 
unsafe acts and conditions that caused the hazardous materials or energy to exceed 
safe limits. Basic causes are those that contribute to the creation of the indirect 
hazards. These can include poor management policies, personal factors or 
environmental factors. 

Accident investigations will be a team effort, including supervision. At least one 
member of the team should be familiar with the process or equipment involved in the 
incident. Each investigator should have clearly defined tasks for which he or she is 
responsible. The team members should also be briefed at the beginning of the 
investigation, including a description of the accident, the events leading up to it, a 
summary of normal operating procedures and conditions, and a list of witnesses. A 
specific group of employees, supervisors, and owners will be identified and trained 
in accident procedures. 

The goal of any investigation is to identify the causes of the accident and determine 
how to eliminate one or more of these causes to prevent another accident. 

Investigations need to ask questions, such as the following: 

 

• Who was involved in the event? 
 

• Who witnessed the event? 
 

• What happened? 
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• What was abnormal or different before the accident occurred? 
 

• When did each event in the incident occur? 
 

• Where did the hazard first occur? 
 

• How and why did an event take place? 
 

The investigation process will include: accident site examination; witness interviews; 
documentation (including notes, maps, sketches and photographs); review of 
operating procedures, process information (such as flow charts, chemical properties, 
equipment diagrams and normal operating limits), maintenance records and job 
hazard analyses; and development of a sequence of events leading up to the 
accident. Each contributing factor should be traced back to its root cause. A written 
report that describes the accident, its causes and recommendations for corrective 
action and prevention will be prepared and presented to the safety council. 

The ultimate goal of the investigation is to determine the basic and root causes, and 
to determine appropriate corrective action so the incident does not happen again. To 
simply attribute an accident to “employee error” without further consideration of the 
basic causes, deprives the organization of the opportunity to take real preventive 
action. Possible use of engineering controls, improved work practices and 
administrative controls should be considered to help employees do their jobs safely. 
Management practices should also be considered as a possible basic factor.  
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6. ENFORCEMENT  

Responsibility for safety and health exists at all levels in an organization. Owners, 
supervisors and employees should all know what their duties are to create a safe 
and healthful workplace and follow all safety rules. All employees must know and 
understand what they need to do and not to do to make the workplace safer for 
themselves and their coworkers. They must be trained about safe work practices 
and about the proper use of engineering controls and personal protective 
equipment. Employees should be coached to correct unsafe behavior and 
disciplined if violations continue. Safety procedures should become a key part of 
the daily routine. 

Safety rules need to be enforced. Supervisors must monitor employees to assure 
engineering controls and personal protective equipment are correctly used and 
procedures are correctly followed. If workplace rules are not enforced, they cease to 
have meaning. 

Not only should negative behavior be discouraged, but positive behavior should be 
reinforced as well. Exceptional performance or efforts in workplace safety and health 
should be recognized by the organization. 



LAST UPDATED: 1/20/2020

Name Title Location Office Cell Email

 Nate Viessman  Terminal Manager Cedar Rapids (800) 353-0344 (507) 380-8730  natev@viessmantrucking.com

Clayton Stammer  Mechanic Cedar Rapids (800) 353-0344  clayton.stammer@viessmantrucking.com

Todd Szatko  Terminal Manager Columbus (402) 564-4045 (402) 910-0412 todds@viessmantrucking.com

 Scott Stevens  Tank Wash Manager Columbus (402) 564-4045

 Stub Viessman  Terminal Manager Dawson (320) 769-2921 (507) 380-5356  stub@viessmantrucking.com

 Sean Deuth  Body Shop Dawson (320) 769-2921 (320) 226-1900  seand@viessmantrucking.com

 Bill Robbins  Terminal Manager Dayton (937) 454-6490 (937) 478-3015  billr@viessmantrucking.com

 Joe Griffin  Mechanic Dayton (937) 454-6490 (937) 499-4551  joeg@viessmantrucking.com

 Doug Viessman  Terminal Manager Mankato (507) 625-1435 (507) 380-5353 dougv@viessmantrucking.com

 Tim Rusch  Mechanic Mankato (507) 625-1435 (507) 380-5361

 Dick Allen  Mechanic Mankato (507) 625-1435 (507) 380-5361

 Randy Viessman  Terminal Manager Marshall (507) 532-2211 (507) 380-5354 randyv@viessmantrucking.com

 Scott Vold  Assistant Terminal Manager Marshall (507) 532-2211 (507) 380-5172

 Corey Johnson  Shop Manager Marshall (507) 532-2211 (319) 389-2957 coreyj@viessmantrucking.com

Mardell Davis Terminal Manager Memphis (901) 775-0800 (901) 833-0492 mardelld@viessmantrucking.com

 Andy Viessman  Terminal Manager Paynesville (320) 243-3831 (507) 828-0103 andyv@viessmantrucking.com

 Shawn Klaphake  Fleet Manager Paynesville (605) 272-3213 (507) 380-7862 shawns@viessmantrucking.com

 Joey Viessman  Terminal Manager Renville (320) 329-3484 (507) 829-3089 joeyv@viessmantrucking.com

 Joe Wibben  Mechanic Renville (320) 329-3484 (320) 760-6071 joew@viessmantrucking.com

 Jason Wetterling  Tank Wash Manager Wahpeton (701) 642-1479 (320) 808-0936 jasonw@viessmantrucking.com

 Brian Busse  JTI Shop Manager Wahpeton (701) 642-4770 (218) 770-4090 brianb@jtitransport.com

Name Title Location Office Cell Email

Wayne Viessman President Gary (605) 272-3201 (507) 380-5352 WayneV@viessmantrucking.com

Ryan Viessman Director of Operations Gary (605) 272-3210 (507) 829-0303 RyanV@viessmantrucking.com

Jason Viessman Fleet Manager Gary (605) 272-3234 (507) 829-8043 JasonV@viessmantrucking.com

Howard Sik Compliance Manager Gary (605) 272-3239 (507) 530-6395 HowardS@viessmantrucking.com

Tim Miller Director of Safety Gary (605) 272-3203 (605) 881-1886 TimM@viessmantrucking.com

David Korinek Director of Client Services Gary (605) 272-3202 (507) 829-2012 DavidK@viessmantrucking.com

David Vogt Director of Projects Gary (605) 272-3222 (507) 829-2626 DaveV@viessmantrucking.com

Scott Conner Maintenance Director Gary (605) 272-3200 (605) 681-7288 ScottC@viessmantrucking.com

CVI Safety Committee Members

CVI Safety Council Members
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